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My name is Lynn Lewinski.
I am a resident of McCall, Idaho.
While my concerns are many, I will attempt
to be very direct.

Turning our lands over to private or corporate or international money making endeavors is wrong
for many reasons and on so many levels. These lands should be held for future endowments
to secure the given trusts of nature due to all.

The Idaho Department of Lands has spent time
and energy attempting to secure the future of
Idaho taxpayers citizens as well as the lands,
the flora and fauna, and the integrity of our
heritage in the fundamentals of basic needs.
These additions to House Bill 144 should be
respected and if possible, reinforced and strengthened.

Wolf (aka mining) in lambs clothing (aka
the taxpayers of Idaho) is never to be trusted.
Self bonding history has failed to meet many
commitments leaving our communities and state
with burdensome responsibilities, as well as great
anxiety and demise of a healthy area for the
promises of short term gains.

Do not allow money to influence the loss of what
makes Idaho our treasure. Idaho is one of the last
great gems. Do not let Idaho be stolen!

Concerned, Lynn Lewinski